A decade later, Shubin has plenty of company. Journals regularly publish reports on the synthesis of fossils, genes and embryos. Fossils of whales with legs have helped scientists figure out which genes changed as whale legs gradually disappeared. Tinkering with bat embryos has suggested how their hands stretched into wings. Shubin's own work on limbs has moved forward spectacularly. In 2006, he and his colleagues made international headlines with the discovery of the transitional fossil Tiktaalik roseae. This 370-million-year-old fish had acquired most of the tetrapod limb in its stout fins, including some wrist bones. And while Shubin and his colleagues were digging up Tiktaalik in the Arctic, some of his students stayed behind in Chicago to find equally useful clues about the transition from sea to land in the genes that help build the fins of sharks and paddlefish.
Your Inner Fish combines Shubin's and others' discoveries to present a twenty-first-century anatomy lesson. The simple, passionate writing may turn more than a few high-school students into aspiring biologists. And it covers a lot of ground. Shubin inspects our eyeballs, noses and hands to demonstrate how much we have in common with other animals. He notes how networks of genes for simple traits can expand and diversify until they build new complex structures such as heads. Also, that hangovers explain how our ears evolved from sensory cells on the surface of fish. He investigates the hiccup, the result of a tortuous nervous system. Some of the case studies will be familiar to those who have read a lot ab out evolution, but most readers will find some surprises. I learned that in sharks, the testes sit near the head. As male human embryos develop in the womb, their testes gradually descend from that ancestral position to wind up in the scrotum. As they migrate, they push down on the body wall, creating a weak spot. It is here that the intestines can slip through during a hernia.
Along the way, Shubin offers some striking examples of how science works. He did not wander in the Arctic hoping to trip over a fossil of a transitional species. He knew from previous discoveries exactly which formations he should look for -mid-Devonian sedimentary deposits. When his colleagues began to unearth Tiktaalik, a glance at its distinctively flat skull confirmed that they had found what they had come for. They had learned their anatomy well.
